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Introduction
In February this year, CHICKS was incredibly grateful to receive a generous donation of £5,544 from The Nineveh Charitable Trust. Your fantastic grant supported children who attended the respite break ‘Citrine’. The children on ‘Citrine’ were aged 14-15 and joined us at our Coastal Retreat, in South Cornwall, from 3rd-7th April, where they benefitted from a week full of positive adult attention and fun-filled days in the beautiful countryside surroundings. Without donations like yours, this would simply not be possible.
The Children
[image: K:\2015 Break Photos\Magpie Break\FR, diary, group pics, mugshots\FR Pics\valentino simeon IMG_0028.JPG]The children who attended ‘Citrine’ came from all over the UK, including Devon, Cornwall, Hampshire, London and the West Midlands. They were all referred to CHICKS by organisations that understand their circumstances and work with them in a professional capacity including schools and colleges, family support teams and children’s services.

 (
15-year-old Sam
*
 has been through a tough time recently. About 18 months ago, Sam moved to England with his mother in order to live with his father, who was already residing in the UK. Since the move Sam has frequently been witness to his father’s domestic violence towards his mother, and has also been physically abused by his father himself. Following the assault on him, Sam has become subject to a Child Protection Plan, and him and his adult sister have been placed in temporary accommodation in order to protect them from their father. Sam’s mother has chosen to stay in the home with Sam’s father as she has a job locally which she is reliant on for income to ensure she can stay in the country. Whilst Sam’s mother regularly visits him in their new home, he now has no contact with his father. The children and family service team working with Sam referred him to CHICKS in order to give him some much-needed respite from his difficult home circumstances. 
Sam
*
 was extremely excited to be at CHICKS, shaking everyone’s hands when he arrived and excitedly asking the Respite Break Leaders what the plans for the week were. 
Sam got on well with everyone in the group and his quick wit and easy going personality made him popular amongst his peers. 
He
 quickly struck up a great friendship with one of the other boys in the group and the two spent the week sharing intellectual facts with one another and creating giant models and masterpieces out of the jenga block during ‘free play’! 
Sam
 also enjoyed spending time with the adults on break and looked to them for guidance and support when unsure during 
activities that were new to him; a
nd the week was filled with new experiences for Sam, from playing ‘Pictionary’, to wearing wellies, to going horse riding! He was overwhelmed by the opportunities available to him at CHICKS and really made the most of the week. On the last evening, Sam thanked the group for his CHICKS experience, saying,
 “This week has been so amazing, you are all so different, I have never seen anyone like you guys. You are one of a kind, you are so special. There is so much joy here, it is amazing. You are so unique”. 
)These children were all facing a wide range of difficult circumstances in their home lives. Two of the young people on ‘Citrine’ break were living in poverty and one had suffered from neglect. Three had witnessed domestic violence in the home and four had been emotionally or physically abused. Two of these children had been the victim of bullying at school or in their local community and five were also young carers, bearing the exhausting and often overwhelming responsibility of caring for a disabled or sick relative. 
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‘Citrine’ break was led by Respite Break Leaders Olivia, James and Laura, along with the support of volunteers who gave up a week of their time to ensure that every child received plenty of reassurance and encouragement.

Like all CHICKS breaks, ‘Citrine’ consisted of dedicated ‘free play’ at the retreat where the children could bounce around on the undercover trampolines, make daisy chains in the fields or create team games with their new friends, as well as lots of exciting off-site activities designed to create wonderful memories for the children. Every evening the children enjoyed delicious home-cooked meals together, before more relaxing evening activities such as songs around the campfire, and stories before bedtime. A particular highlight of the week was an afternoon spent at the beach. The children had a fantastic time running around on the beach, exploring the caves and skimming stones in the sea – they even went crabbing in the rock pools! One of the children’s referral agents wrote to us after the children had returned home, describing CHICKS as “a brilliant organisation, you work hard to improve the self-esteem and confidence of the youngsters, giving them hope for their futures. A copy of ‘Citrine’ activity diary is attached to show you the range of activities the children were able to participate in.
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Gabby
*
, aged 14
, has a difficult home life. Gabby lives with her mother and two siblings, both of whom have additional needs. Gabby also has a speech and language impairment and can find communicating very challenging; she struggles to control the volume of her voice and her speech impediment has made her an easy target for bullies in the past. This has greatly affected her self-esteem and she can find maintaining friendships very difficult. Furthermore, about 18 months ago, Gabby and her family lost their home in a fire, losing with it the majority of their belongings, which Gabby has found extremely upsetting. Gabby’s school referred her to CHICKS 
for a break 
where she could create new friendships and start to re-build her confidence and self-esteem.
When
 Gabby
*
 first arrived at CHICKS she was extremely quiet, appearing nervous and unsure about being away from home with people she didn’t know. However, Gabby soon made friends with one of the other girls in the group and this really helped to boost her confidence. The two girls supported each other throughout the week and this friendship gave her the confidence to approach her other peers, getting to know them and developing some great bonds as the week progressed. Gabby also benefitted from the support of the adults on break and with their reassurance and encouragement was able to conquer her fears during kayaking, which, at the end of the week, she named as her favourite activity 
“because I got a little more confident on water”.
 Gabby also enjoyed having time for ‘free play’ at the Coastal Retreat where she relished the opportunity to challenge the adults to games of air hockey and table football, laughing hysterically when she was able to beat them! At the end of ‘Citrine’ break Gabby described the Respite Break Leaders and volunteers as 
“really encouraging and really funny”
 and, when asked what her best memory of her CHICKS experience was, simply said
 “I can’t possibly choose!” 
)Feedback
Every evening the group would sink into the comfy sofas with a warm drink to share their personal achievements, ‘best bits’ or aspects of the day they had found challenging. We find this reflective exercise is incredibly valuable as it provides the opportunity to give and receive praise and solidifies positive memories for the children. We also ask the children to complete a short questionnaire at the end of the week and below are some of the comments from both exercises:
“I loved it as I achieved what I wanted and met the greatest group of friends and staff and volunteers!”
(Best memory) “Every single moment”
 “You’ve all made me so happy”
(About the Respite Break Leaders) “They were amazing”
“I’m going to always remember the amazing people that I have made this trip wonderful”
Ongoing Support
To ensure the CHICKS ‘experience’ continues after the children have left us we provide ongoing support with our after-care service. Each young person left ‘Citrine’ with a memory bag of small gifts, certificates, mementos and photo collages to remind them of their week and the happy memories they made, as well as a FREEPOST envelope so that they can keep in touch with CHICKS. The young people that attended ‘Citrine’ will also receive a birthday card and Christmas present this year to remind them that we are still thinking of them and here for support.
Monitoring and Impact
[image: K:\2015 Break Photos\Kestrel FR\FR, diary, group pics, mugshots\FR Pics\Nailah IMG_1727.JPG]We are always looking to improve and develop as an organisation, so as well as recording feedback from the children we also ask volunteers and referral partners to complete similar questionnaires about their experience. These surveys are used in the evaluation of the service we provide, and ensure we are creating the best possible breaks for the children. By reflecting on the feedback gathered we are able to adapt the breaks, and focus on providing activities that we know build confidence and self-esteem, as well as encourage team work and friendship. In 2016, over 99% of our Referral Agents believed that the CHICKS break had a positive impact upon the child they referred and 95% agreed or strongly agreed that, following a CHICKS break, the children improved in confidence, showed increased self-esteem, were more confident meeting new friends and were more willing to try new activities. Other benefits noted included improved family relations, improved trust, increased school attendance and improved behaviour in school.
Thank you
On behalf of Sam*, Gabby*, and the other children on ‘Citrine’, we would like to extend our sincere thanks to The Nineveh Charitable Trust for your support. As you can see, your donation gave these children a fantastic experience and time away from their stressful home lives. Thank you!
*children’s names changed to protect their identities
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